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A description is provided of EPAM-111, a theory in theform of a computer pro-
gramfor simulating human verbal learning, along with a summary of the em-
pirical evidencefor its validity. Criticisms leveledagainst the theory in a re-
cent paper by Barsalou and Bower are shown to derive largely from their
misconception that EPAM-111 employed a binary, rather than n-arybranching
discriminationnet. It is shown that Barsalou and Bower also failed to under-
stand how the recursive structure of EPAM-111 eliminatestheneed to duplicate
test nodes thatare used to recognize subobjects, and how the possibility of
redundantrecognition paths controls the sensitivity of EPAM to noticing order.
EPAM is also compared briefly with other theories of human discrimination
anddiscrimination learning, including PANDEMONIUM-like systems and data-
flow nets.

Some months ago, theauthors of thispaper agreedthatit was time toreview
thepresent state ofevidence about the adequacyofEPAM and similar com-
puter programs as theoriesof thepsychological processes involved in recog-
nitionand rotelearning. TheEPAM program is a system capableof learning
torecognize and to associate stimuli presentedto it, and thus able to simu-
late the learning and performance behavior of human subjects in verbal
learning experimentsandrelated situations. It incorporates a discrimination
net as a main component of its recognitionmechanism. The recent appear-
ance of a lengthy critique of discrimination nets as psychological models
(Barsalou & Bower, 1984) adds to the timeliness of this undertaking.

Thepresentpaper is both less than and more than areply to thepaper
of Barsalou and Bower. It is less, in that it gives little attention to binary
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discrimination nets, which occupy about half the space of their critique.
EPAM-111 (Simon &Feigenbaum, 1964), theversion of EPAM that was used
in the principal simulations of classical rote-learning experiments, employs
generalw-ary trees rather than binary trees. This change in structure was ac-
complished in the years 1961-63, when the authors undertook a general
revision ofEPAM to remove crudities and limitations of theearly versions
that had been constructed to test the general feasibility of the approach.
Hence, the entire account by Barsalou and Bower of the inadequacies of
binary trees comes 20 years too late tobe of any particular use or relevance,
and will,be considered only briefly.

The present paper is more than a reply to Barsalou and Bower for
several reasons. First, it is not limited to the discrimination net, which is
only one component of the EPAM theory, and by no means adequate, by
itself, to predict the psychological phenomena and data that EPAM pur-
ports to explain. To understand and evaluate EPAM, it is essential that we
discuss theentire structure of theEPAM system, including the mechanisms
for control ofattention, the learning mechanisms, and theshort-term mem-
ory assumptions, as well as the structure and behavior of the discrimination
net.

Second, theevaluation of EPAM providesa useful vehicle for a more
general discussion of what methodologies are best for assessing the ade-
quacy of psychological theories that take the form of computer programs.
TheBarsalou and Bower paper is verycasual and inadequate in thisrespect.
In particular, the authors' frequent reliance on subjective assessments, that
certain features of EPAM (or of the imaginary binary-treeEPAM) appear
to them to be "psychologically implausible," seems to us a dubious proce-
dure that requires careful scrutiny.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF EPAM-111

The EPAM program undertakes to model a major portion of the system
that allows humans torecognizeand to learn torecognizestimuli,and thereby
to gain access to information related to these stimuli that is stored in long-
term memory. We say "a portion," because EPAM represents only a com-
ponent, although a principal one, of the entire system. According to the
EPAM theory, when information is received by the sensory organs(we will
have special interest in the eyes and ears), it initiallyundergoes an encoding
process usually referred to asfeature extraction. The stimulus is thenrecog-
nized on the basis of thefeatures that have been encoded by thefeature ex-
traction process, and a symbol is stored in short-term memory that "points
to" or accesses therelevant information in semantic long-term memory.

EPAM models primarily performanceand learning in the middle seg-
ment of this system: the recognition system and process, the short-term
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memory, and the accessing ofsemantic memory. Therefore,EPAM must be
visualized as sandwiched between a sensory-perceptual front end that detects
features, and a semantic back end that accumulatesand stores, in associative
fashion, information about the things that have been discriminated. In the
recognition process, EPAM's input is the set of features presented to it by
the sensory-perceptual mechanism, and its output is thesymbol that accesses
an imagestored in semantic long-term memory. The feature extraction pro-
cess is not modeled, nor is the whole structure of schemas and associations
in long-term memory. EPAM's model of short-term memory is simplistic—
a small set of slots, so to speak. Most of the detail of the model is reserved
for the discrimination net, the images, and thecontrol structure. The learn-
ing component of the theory is also restricted to the modification of the dis-
crimination net and the images.

In short, we think of the semantic long-term memory as the "encyclo-
pedia" in which most of the knowledge acquiredby the learning system is
stored; the discrimination net as the "index" to this "encyclopedia,"a rec-
ognition memory; and the short-term memory as a small working memory
needed by learning processes.

Discrimination Net and Recognition Process

EPAM. uses a homogeneousrepresentationfor the knowledge that it learns
and accesses: the object. The same representation is used for external ob-
jects ("stimuli")and internal objects ("images"). An object is either a list
of parts (called "subobjects")or a set of features or properties. The object
itself can have properties of its own that are different from thepropertiesof
its subobjects. The list of subobjects is an ordered list. This representationis
recursively defined, i.e., a subobject has the same representation.

For example, an S-R would be an object consisting of two subobjects,
the S followed by the R; and it might have aproperty (e.g., its color is
red). The S might be a syllableof three letters, hence threesubobjects.
The samemight be true of theR. The letters themselvesare subobjects,
but in EPAM they are represented as "primitive,"i.e., having no sub-
parts but only descriptive features.
During the learning activity, the image is built. It is possible that it con-
tains some but not all of the information present in the stimulus object.
Nevertheless, it is representedin the same form as the "external" stimu-
lus object.

TheNet. The discrimination net (the "index")is a branching tree structure.
The various (and usually numerous) leaves of the tree are the images (the
memorized information).All other nodes of the tree are test-nodes, at which
are stored tests to be performed by the recognition process. In EPAM HI,
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each test-node is an n-ary switch (not the binary switches of EPAM II that
proved to be inadequate).

The tests stored at the test-nodes are, inkeeping with the basic repre-
sentation, either subobject tests (s.o. tests) or property/featuretests (p tests).
The branches that lead to the next level in the tree are accordingly labeled
with either the (internal) name of an image or the value of a property.

Of the n branches at a test-node, one is special. 2 Its label is "not else-
whereclassified at this node" (n.e.c). During learning, it routinely happens
that an object being recognized is "new," is not yet discriminated at thetest-
node (i.e., doesn't have a labeledbranch) or does not even have the s.o. or
the p being tested there. For such objects, n.e.c. is the branch-path.

EPAM 111 makes salient the distinction between "types"and "tokens"
of memorized objects (familiarobjects). The type is the image of the familiar
object and is used during recognition to answer the question, "Do I recog-
nize this object that has been passed through the discrimination net?" But
the familiar object may occur in many different symbol-contexts, e.g., the
letter "A" may occur in many words or the word "CAT" may occur in
many different lists. A tokenof thefamiliar object is neededto indicate the
presence of the object in its various contexts. The token neednot be a com-
plete copyof the type(although that is one possible theory); it can be simply
a pointer. Since the type is an image; and the image is a memory structure
that has a unique internal symbolicname; that name can serve as the token.

The Recognition process. In the Recognition process, the discrimination
net and the image are the two memory structures used to decide whether an
object presented is alreadyfamiliar ("do Irecognize this?"). The test-and-
branch processing in EPAM 111 is not entirely straightforward as it was in
EPAM 11, because therecognition process makes use of therecursive defini-
tionof therepresentationof an object. Therecognition proceedsas follows:

The object O is presented. The first test-node is the root node of the
discrimination net. If thetest is a p test,v = p(O) is determined; v is found in
the node's set of labeled branches, thereby accessing the next test-node of
the net. (Recall that there can always be an n.e.c branch). If the test is an
s.o. test, the appropriate s.o. of O is accessed, but branching to the next
test-nodecan not immediately be done, because the s.o. must first itselfbe
recognized before a search for its appropriatelabeled branch takesplace. So
the process ofrecognizing O is suspended temporarily while therecognition
of s.o. is accomplished. But therecognition process is the same, i.c, recur-
sively homogeneous. S.o. begins its traversal of the net. Further substruc-

2 This is a slight simplification for purposes ofexposition.There are, in

fact,

twospecial
branches at each test node. The first is used for stimuli that do notpossess theproperty orsub-
object being tested; the second, for stimuli thathave a new value,not previously encountered,
of the property being tested.
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ture of s.o. may be encountered, in which case the process recurses yet
another level. Eventually the recognition of primitives terminates all levels
ofrecursion (recall thatprimitives are objectshaving only ptests). If theim-
age of s.o. is found, its token (internal name) will be the label of the appro-
priate branch to the next test-node. If not, the n.e.c. branch is taken.

To summarize, therecognition of an O that is not primitive will con-
sist of several subpartrecognitions and subsubpart recognitions. There will,
in general, be several "open decisions" in suspenseawaiting thecompletion
§»f further subpart recognitions.

For example, to recognize the S-R pair

CAT-DOG,

the recognitionpro-
cess may first have to recognize the

5.0., CAT,

as a familiarentity. To
do that, it may have to recognize the

5.5.0., C,

as a familiar letter. The
recursion need go no further since C is primitive.

Recognition consists not merely in finding some image (i.e., arriving
at some leafof the tree) but in finding one thatmatches (to the extent of the
information available) the object being passed through the discrimination
net. The match processing is done when therecognition process encounters
a leaf of the tree (i.e., image stored here, not test). The match will "fail"
(i.e., no successful recognition) on CAT versus CAR, for example; but will
"succeed" on CATversus CA— since the CA— may verywell be a partially
memorized image of CAT. Match failures occur because differences are
found between object and image, and these differences can be exploited by
learning processes to learn further discriminations,i.e., growthe discrimini-
nation net ("expand the index"). We turn our attention next to learning
processes.

Learning Processes

EPAM 111 has two learning processes: FAMILIARIZE and DISCRIMI-
NATE. For convenience in the description, we will abbreviate theseas FAM
and DISC. FAM is the memorization process by which the images of ob-
jects are gradually built up, adding properties and subobject tokens. DISC
is the discrimination learningprocess by which the discrimination net struc-
ture is augmented (test-nodes and branches being added) to allow correct
recognition as the number of learned items grows. More images, of course,
imply more branches are needed, and often more test-nodes.

Familiarization. FAM begins by sorting an object through the net. If no
image is found, an initial image is created containing only the information
that was examined along thepath to the net leaf. However, if an image ex-
ists, FAM checks object and imagefor differences. If no differences are
|pund* at least to the extent of the (possibly incomplete) information in the
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image, some additional properties or subobjects are added to the image.
Obviously, after a number of such learning events, familiarization will be
complete and therewill not be anymore incremental memorization relevant
to that image.

Discrimination. If differences are found, that means a confusion (failure to
discriminate adequately) exists, and the discrimination net must be aug-
mented. The strategyof DISC is to modify the discrimination net as little as
possible to accomplish the augmentation.The existing net tests are used to
the extent possible to accomplish the discrimination. Starting with the root
node of the net, the tests are appliedto both object and discrepant image. If
a test is encountered for which the outcomes differ, which can happenif the
image is attached to a n.e.c. branch, the object and the image are each given
a new branch appropriately labeled with its test value. Thus, discrimination
learning is forced to the highest possible levels of theexisting tree before any
new subtrees will be added. For an understanding of subsequent sections of
this paper, it is important to keep in mind that in the n-ary nets of EPAM
111, net growth is biased toward breadth, rather than depth.

For example, suppose the net thus far consists of a test for initial letter
and a testfor finalletter, thatat the first test thereis abranch for the let-
ter

C,

but at the second, no branch for the lettersT and W. Then CAT
and CAW willboth be sortedby the first test to its branch

C,

but by the
second testto its n.e.c.branch. Suppose the imagestoredat that branch
is C-T. Then a difference between the final T and W, respectively, will
benoticed, and new branches, T and W, added at the second test node.
An imagelike C-T willbe storedat the leafof the formerbranch and an
image like C-W at the leaf of the latter branch.
If no existing test-nodecan be used tomake theneeded discrimination,

another must be added, i.e., net growth in depth must occur. The list of dif-
ferences is used as the basis for the growth. In EPAM 111, a growthof one
test-node per occurrence was used in most experiments, though the number
is a parameter of the mode. P-tests are givenpriority for net growth. If no
property differences have been found, then s.o. tests are used.

In thepreviousexample, if COT is nowconfused with

CAT,

a new test,
for second letter, willnow replace the C-T leafwith branches for O and
A, and with images of COT and CAT at the leaves of these branches.

Noticing order. The order of use of these discriminating properties and
subobjects is important and was extensively studied with the NOTICING
ORDER mechanism of the EPAM II model (Feigenbaum, 1959; Feigen-
baum, 1961). The noticing order is important because it encodes much of
the learner's strategy in thefamiliarization of new material, and the learner's
adaptationto thelocus of differences that could be used for discrimination
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dng. In EPAM 11, the order of noticing differences was made highly
stive to the stream of new objects presented for learning. This was true

f both properties and subobjects.
Suppose a stream ofrather heterogeneous three-lettersyllableswas being
presentedfor learning, and the learner's initialstrategy was to discrimi-
nateon the basis of tests on the first letterof each. Suppose that the ex-
perimenterchanged the nature of the stream so that all first letters were
the same. EPAM II wouldrapidly shift its attention to lookingdirectly
at third-letters for discriminating differences. The noticing order itself
was changed, so that subsequently no processing effort would be ex-
pendedin the fruitlesssearch for first-letter differences (until such time
as attentionto third-lettersno longer paid

off,

in which event attention
would shift to second-letters or back to first-letters).

The noticing order mechanism of EPAM II was available to be used in
_M 111 asthe basis for orderingp-tests and s.o. -tests inserted when grow-

ing the net in depth. But because this part of the model was not essential to
:ie experiments that we wished to perform with EPAM 111, the adaptive
oticing order was not used in EPAM 111.

M and DISC work together; they are not reallyseparable learning
processes. FAM must know that the imagebeing augmentedis uniquely dis-

iminated. To insure this,DISC must use differencesthat can onlybe found
_M has memorized enough detail in the image. To insure that therewill,

lost of the time, be enough detail for discrimination, FAM is called upon
. add detail to the image (do more familiarization)even when the model is
.aking correct responses in the learning experiment, i.e., some "unmoti-
ated" familiarization is allowed to occur.

Semantic memory. The EPAM 111 model does not address the question of
_c formation of associations between images and relational clusters of im-
ges that cognitive scientists denote with the term "semantic memory"(the

"encyclopedia"mentioned earlier). In the post-EPAM years, the issue of
modeling semantic memorywas addressed by Quillian (1966, 1968)and sub-
sequently by many others (Anderson & Bower, 1973). The intention of the

Ejj|AM modelingwork was to address theissues of the memorization of ob-
its and the discrimination among them (the "index" issue).

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE EPAM THEORY

If one's only acquaintancewith EPAM came from the Barsalou and Bower
paper, one might well wonder why a model with so many defects, and so
lacking in positive virtues could everhave been advanced as a serious scien-
tific theory. There are at least two answers to this question.First, and as we
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shall arguein later sections of this paper, it is debatable, to say the least, as
to how defective theclaimed "defects" are. Second, apartfrom one passing
reference, Barsalou and Bower do notmention, much less discuss, therather
long list of significant psychological phenomena that are successfully pre-
dicted and explainedby EPAM, and that have not been equally well pre-
dicted and explained by any other theory known to us.

Philosophers of science (we have in mind particularly Popper (1959,
1965)and Lakatos (1970) remind us that in any field of science it is seldom
that thereigning theory is notfaced with one or more anomalies—facts that
do not fit. If the theory has been successful in accounting for a great many
phenomena, thepresenceof anomalies is not usually regardedas a sufficient
reason for rejecting it. Instead, anomalies focus new research on ways ofimproving the theory to remove them, or alternatively, ways of accounting
for them, that deprive them of their anomalous status. Rejection waits untila new theory has been proposed that handles the anomalies (or some of
them) without losing the predictive and explanatory power of the original
theory.

Evaluation of a scientific theory, then, requires at least as much atten-
tion to the positive evidence for the theory as it does to anomalies or sup-
posed anomalies. We demand of theories that they tell the truth, but not
that they instantly tell the whole truth, or nothing but the truth. If we de-
manded more, we would have no scientific theories. Let us now consider
what positive evidence might lead us to believe that EPAM-111 is a good
theory for explaining theknown phenomena that surround the processesof
recognizing familiar stimuli and of learning to recognize and discriminate
new stimuli.

Positive Accomplishments of EPAM

The two earliest versions of our theory, EPAM-I and EPAM-11, provided
some sufficiencytests of the architecture. They showed that the set ofmech-
anisms incorporated in EPAM was sufficient for discrimination andrecog-
nition, and for the learning of new discriminations. Theseprograms did, in
fact, learn lists of nonsense syllables. But they were more successful than
that, for they also made correct quantitativepredictions of a number of
phenomena that at just this time (around 1956 to 1962) were receiving atten-
tion in the literature on rote serial learning. The principal publications re-
porting these predictions were Feigenbaum (1961), Feigenbaumand Simon
(1961), and Feigenbaum and Simon (1962).

1. They accounted for the constancy of shape of the serial position
curve, which had been discussed by McCrary and Hunter (1953).
Not only did they predict correctly the "standard" shape of the
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curve, but they also explained why the curve deviates from this
shape under particular conditions: specifically, whencertain items
on the list areperceptually salient (yon Restorff effect), and when
subjects' attentional strategies are modified byinstructions. Subse-
quently, the same explanationwas extended in the SPEL program
to make very specific and accurate predictions of children's spell-
ing errors (Simon & Simon (1973).

2. Theypredicted that a constant time would be required to fixate a
single item, independently of the drum rotation speed. This con-
stancy could have been (but wasn't) inferred from experiments
already in the literature, but was first addressed explicitly (and

7 confirmed) in experiments by Bugelski in 1962.
3. They also postdicted the finding of Rock (1957), unknown to the

authors whenEPAM I and II were constructed, that under certain
circumstances syllables would be learned in a single trial.

4. They exhibited, by forgetting items previouslylearned, both oscil-
lation (Hull, 1935) and retroactive inhibition, phenomena already
familiar from the experimentalliterature.

I We will mention later other correct predictions of EPAM, but it was
m four mentioned above, and their ramifications, that provided the main
mfirmation that EPAM was on the right track.

The two major innovations introduced into EPAM-111 were both
todifications in the architecture of the discrimination net. The first was to

c the structure of the netrecursive; the second was to replace the 2-way
ches ofEPAM-II with «-way branches. Thefirst of these changes is de-
>ed in some detail in the first published report of theresults of running
iM-IH (Simon & Feigenbaum, 1964); the second is mentioned only
.ingly in that paper, and was first made fullyexplicit in Newell& Simon

1972, pp. 34-36). In the 1964 report, the authors merely say:

At each node of the net, somecharacteristic of the stimulus is noticed,
and the branch corresponding to that characteristic is followed to the
next node.

Similarly,in Feigenbaum (1965), apapercited by Barsalou and Bower,
.md (p. 40):

This memoryhas a tree structure, called the discriminationnet. At each
nonterminal nodal level is stored a testing process, a discriminator,
which tests some feature of a stimulusobject and sorts the object along
the appropriatebranch to the next nodal level.

<ough these are inexplicitways of referring to an n-ary branched tree,
are certainly not the ways one would refer to a binary tree. The phrase,
branch corresponding to that characteristic" is not a wayof describing

. c test. However, even if the reference to /t-ary branches is allusive,
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this allusiveness cannotbe blamed for Barsalou and Bower's supposing that
the binary assumption was present in EPAM-111, and even intrinsic to
EPAM-like theories. For in the book, Human Associative Memory, that
Bower wrote with John Anderson in 1973, the multiple branches of the
nodes of EPAM-111 were explicitly noted, and even illustrated with a dia-
gram (see Figure 1)! On page 70 of that book, we find:

In practice, the early versions of EPAM and all versions of SAL tested
for thepresence or absenceof a particular feature or attribute-valuepair
on the description list of a stimulus. Thus, the output of the test was
eitheryes or no. A later version ofEPAM used testsfor the value ofa
specified attribute, so multiple output branches were possible (Our
italics)

Figure 1 . A Schematic Illustration of a Discrimination Net Used in EPAM
Anderson & Bower, 1973, p. 70).

and SAI (after

Immediately below this paragraph is a figure of a multiple-branch discrimi-
nation netcaptioned: "A schematic illustration of a discrimination net used
in EPAM and SAL."

The concerns that led us to introduce recursive structure and «-way
nets into EPAM-111 included some of the same concerns that Barsalou and
Bower rediscovered 20 years later and used as foundation for their criticism
of binary nets. One was the elimination of heavyreliance on negative tests;
the other was the need to remove the duplication of clusters of subtests
when the same substructures reappearedin different contextsas components
of larger structures.

With these changes in place, EPAM-111 appearedto be ready to con-
front the main phenomena that had been described in the literature ofrote
verbal learning, and which would, therefore, have to be explained.In addi-
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tion to handling thephenomena already discussed above, EPAM-111 and a
simplified version called MAPP successfully explained the data in at least
four experimental environments that were then or later prominent in the
literature (Simon & Feigenbaum, 1964; Gregg & Simon, 1967; Simon & Gil-
martin, 1973):

5. EPAM predicted, with good quantitatives as well as qualitative
agreement, the effects of familiarity and meaningfulness on the
time required to learn serial lists or sets of paired associates. In
particular, it explained the übiquitous upper bound of threeto one
on theratio of time required for trigrams of lowest meaningfulness
as compared with trigrams ofhighest meaningfulnessor meaningful
words. Specifically,learning time was shown to be proportional to
the number ofnew chunks that had tobe associated, where "chunk"
has exactly the same meaning as in G. A. Miller's (1956) model of
short-term memory. Thus, converging definitions were provided
that permitted thereality of chunks to be verified (Simon, 1974).
The fixation time per chunk provedto be about 8 s.

6. EPAM predicted, with good qualitativeagreement, the effects of
intralist and interlist stimulus and response familiarity.

7. Meanwhile, although the earlier versions of EPAM had already
provided an explanation of the conditions under which learning
would take place in a single trial or would be incremental, this ex-
planation had been little noticed, and these phenomena were still
regarded as mysterious in 1965. In that year, Atkinson, Bower,
and Crothers (1965, p. 118) wrote:
At present writing a challenging task confronting the theorist is (1)
to identify those experimental conditions where the one-element
(i.e., all-or-none) modelworks, and thosewhere it doesnot, and (2)
to construct a more general model which essentially reduces to the
one-elementmodelin the former cases but accounts for the discrep-
ancies in the latter cases.

Gregg and Simon (1967) responded to that challengeby showing that
EPAM-111 could account for the phenomena, with good qualitative and
quantitativeagreement with the data.

8. Using a programcalled PERCEIVER, Simon and Barenfeld (1969)
successfully simulated the sequence ofeye movementsof an expert
chessplayer looking at a board position. In theirreport of this simu-
lation, the authorsobserve that for a more comprehensive explana-
tion of theperceptual and memorycapabilities of chess expertsand
masters, the PERCEIVER mechanisms would have to be comple-
mented by an EPAM-like system capable of recognizing many
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thousands of patternsof pieces on theboard. Subsequently, Simon
and Gilmartin (1973) constructed the MAPP program, which adds
such an EPAM-like component to PERCEIVER, and showed that
it could simulate the experimental evidence on expert recognition
of chess patterns that had been accumulated by de Groot (1965)
and by Chase and Simon (1973). The discrimination net used by
Simon and Gilmartin (1973) was less sophisticated than that of
EPAM-111, and employedbinary tests; an n-ary version was later
developed but not reported in thepublished literature. The distinc-
tion between n-ary and binary branches was not relevant to the
particular phenomena under study.

These eight items do notexhaust the set of psychological phenomena
for which EPAM makes correct predictions. For example, Brown and
McNeill (1966) showed that letter-order effects in the so-called "tip of the
tongue" phenomenon were just what is predicted by theEPAM model. We
will refer to other experimentsproviding positive support for EPAM as we
proceed.

This list of findings representsan impressive series of successes for the
EPAM theory, especially in theform in which it was formalized in EPAM-
III. We cannot point to any other theory in cognitive psychology, whether
expressed verbally or mathematically, that has accounted for such a wide
range of empirical data, or that has explained so manyphenomenato which
the literature had called attention as needing explanation. This record of
success does not put EPAM beyond criticism, but it surely establishes its
claims to serious consideration. As we learn more about thephenomena of
learning and recognition, the theory will obviously be modified and ex-
tended. Features of it may well prove to be simply wrong. But it would be
very surprising, in the light of this record of success, if an important mea-
sure of truth were not found at its core.

Attribution of EPAM's Successes to Component Processes

In theremainder of this paper, we will be examining thecriticisms that have
been leveled against the EPAM theory, assessing the validity of the argu-
ments and theevidence on which theyare based. Ineach case where EPAM's
behavior is questionablein the light of theevidence, wewill wish to trace the
difficulties back toparticular features of the system so as to see more clearly
how it should be modified. All-or-none verdicts will provide us with little
help in developing further the theory of recognition and learning.

As a first step in carrying out such a critique, it will be useful to make
a similar assessment of EPAM's successes. Not every instance ofcorrespon-
dence between data and EPAM's behavior provides supporting evidencefor
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all of the features of EPAM. Particular experimental results may be due to
particular individual features of the simulation system. Wewill comment,in
turn, on each of the sets of findings that were listed before.

/. The serialposition curve. The observed constancy of the serial position
curves produced by EPAM can be attributed to the interaction of three fea-
tures of the architecture: the attention strategy, the anchor-point assumption,
and the approximate constancyof the aggregateset ofprocessesrequired to
learn to recognize and fixate a new chunk in memory. Any system that at-
tended to learning one unit at a time, worked from both ends of the list
toward the middle, and required about the same amount of work to acquire
each unit would exhibit a serial position curve in quantitative agreement
with EPAM's and with those produced by human subjects under usual ex-
perimentalconditions.

The data on theserial position curve do not test details of the structure
of the discrimination net. EPAM-11, with its binary net, produces about the
same curve as EPAM-111, with its «-ary net. The data do test the other three
aspects of the theory that we have mentioned.

2. Constant fixation time. All versions of EPAM predict, correctly, that
total fixation time will be independent of memory drum speed (within a
wide range of speeds). This follows from thefact that the amount of fixa-
tion that takesplace is a function of the amountof time available for carry-
ing out the net-growing and image-storing processes that are required for
fixation. Total fixation time is independent of the number of trials or the
time of exposureper trial. Again, this result is not sensitive to details of the
architecture of the discrimination nets.

3. One-trial versus continuous learning. The appearanceof one-trial learn-
ing dependsupon the simplicity or complexity of the learningrequired for
each item, and upon the attention strategies adopted by subjects. The struc-
ture of the discrimination net determines what constitutes a "simple" or a
"complex" item, and thus is implicated in this phenomenon. It would not
be easy to produce the correct behavior in a system that did not build up its
stimulus units into recursive structures of hierarchically organizedchunks.

4. Oscillation and retroactive inhibition.. Forgetting of items previously
learned was producedby the gradual modification of the discrimination net
during learning so that items previously sorted correctly would now be sorted
to the wrong image. To produce this effect, in the course of the learning
process a recognition system would have to change continually the connec-
tions between thefeature tests and the memoryimages of the items already
recognized. This phenomenon might occur in recognition structures other
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than discrimination nets, but it cannot be taken for granted. It would have
to be demonstrated for any structure that is proposedtoreplace discrimina-
tion nets.

5. Effects offamiliarityand meaningfulness. The prediction that meaning-
ful words will be fixated in about one-third the time required for nonsense
syllables of low meaningfulness depends again upon the recursive structure
of the chunks into which stimuli are organizedby the system, and this de-
pends, in turnon the architecture of the discrimination net and its processes.

6. Effects ofsimilarity. The effects ofsimilarity in an EPAM-like structure
depend very sensitively upon the distance or proximity of items in the dis-
crimination net. Hence, experiments that manipulate similarity provide a
powerful means for evaluating the fine structure of therecognitionsystem.

7. One-trial learning. This topic has already been discussed under Item 3.

8. Expertpatternperception. Theseexperiments provide further tests of the
system's capabilities for acquiring patterns and for recognizing instances of
the patterns it has acquired. They do notprovide sensitive tests of the de-
tailed architecture of the discrimination system.

This brief review confirms thenecessityof viewing a system likeEPAM,
not as an unanalyzed complex black box, but as an organized system of
components and assumptions, each of which requires its own evidentiary
support. We see that theexperiments with EPAM have provided some sup-
port for each of its major features.

TESTING A THEORY'S VALIDITY

Of course there is no question of "validating," once and for all, a theory
that makes universally quantified assertions, as scientific theories do. Con-
clusive validation is impossible for two reasons: first, because there can be
no guaranty that a new observation will not refute a previously supported
theory. Second, there is no guaranty that the theory provides a unique ex-
planation of the phenomena.

Falsification of Theories

Even if theories cannot be conclusively validated, perhaps theycan be con-
clusively falsified. In thecrystal-clear, but rarified, atmosphere of logic, a
single contradicting fact will falsify a theory that is universally quantified.
Even one A that is not B falsifies theproposition that all A are B.
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In the real world of science, falsification is no simple matter. For the
interpretation of any experiment or any observation hinges not only on the
theory or theories that are being tested. It depends also on a whole host of
auxiliaryassumptions that are implicit (or explicit) in the methods and in-
struments of observation, andin the processesfor deducing the implications
of the observations for the theory under test. These auxiliary assumptions
have beencalled the "protectivebelt" of a theory(Lakatos, 1970), for they
provide alternative interpretations of an apparently falsifying observation,
interpretations that may save the theory.

What an apparently falsifyingobservation normally initiates is not an
immediate rejection of the theory but a long and complex processof trying
to diagnose and repair the difficulty, preferablyby localizingthe trouble in
the theory's auxiliary assumptions or protective belt. Meanwhile, thefalsi-
fying observation is treated as an anomaly—a disfiguring wart on the face
of the theory that mayor maynot turn out to be malignant.

If an alternative theory is available, we may be more willing, in the
face of anomalies, to give up the one that has reigned thus far. And that is
why wepay particular attention to thecritical experiment—whose interpre-
tation is no more immune than the interpretation of any other experiment
from thepossibilities of manipulating auxiliary assumptions. In cases where
the current theory has been highly successful in some domain (e.g., New-
tonian mechanics), it is sometimes saved as the limiting case of the more
successful theory that replaces it (i.e., relativity theory).

Thus, in the natural historyof science, theories are not only born and
flourish, but they also evolve as new evidence forces their modification.
And they fight fiercely for their existence against competitors that try to
crowd them out. Death, for theories as for organisms, is only the final fail-
ure in this struggle for survival.

"Implausability"and "Inefficiency" Arguments

Barsalou and Bower, in their article, employ three kinds of evidence as a
basis for their skepticism about discrimination nets in general and EPAM in
particular. They cite a number of experimental studies which they allege
falsifythetheory, or some aspect of it. Theydescribecertain components of
the theory as "psychologically implausible." And they reject certain fea-
tures of the theory as unacceptably inefficient. We have already considered
the nature of falsifying experimental evidence. We now need to make some
remarks about the arguments of "psychological implausibility" and "un-
acceptable inefficiency."

To saythat somethingis implausible implies that we alreadyhave some
presuppositions about how it must be. To say "it is implausible" is equiva-
lent to saying "I have an intuition that. . ." Now the intuitions of experts
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are not to be sneez;ed or sneered at; they commonly have at their origins a
good evidential base. They are "intuitions" because the expert can con-
fidently reach the conclusion without reviewing or recalling the evidence
(Chase & Simon, 1973). However, when one is trying to make one's intui-
tions plausible or convincing toanother, thatis justwhat must be done—the
evidential base must be recovered.

Forexample, we might think it "psychologically implausible"that the
recognition process is a serial rather than a parallel process. We may no
longer be aware of the evidence that led us to this conclusion, for the issue
may have been long laid to rest in our minds. When memories of the evi-
dence are stirred again, we may find that the belief in implausibility stems
from the fact that recognition takes place very rapidly, or from our knowl-
edge of physiological evidence that the retina and association areas show ex-
tensive parallel electrical activity.

Hence, the feeling of "psychologicalimplausibility"can be thebegin-
ning of the analysis, but it cannot be theend, unless we are in the presence
of persons all of whom share our intuitions. We cannot settle an issue like
"serial versus parallel"by arguments of plausibility unless our listeners are
alreadyconvinced. Wemust goback to theempirical evidence that produced
this plausibility in the first place.

The argument from "unacceptableinefficiency" is another matter. It
is essentially a Darwinian argument: that in the evolutionaryprocess only
efficient systems survive. Sometimes the argument is even strengthened to
read: in the evolutionaryprocess only optimally efficient systems survive.

The stronger argument—the argument for optimality—is patently in-
valid. At most, evolutionaryprocesses strive toward local maxima; they
provide no guaranties that global maxima will be attained. Nor does a sys-
tem have to maximize anything to survive; it simply has tobe more efficient
than its competitors. The empirical evidence of evolution bears out this
simple truth. When islands like Hawaii and Australia are invaded by crea-
tures from which the oceans have long protectedthem, the new immigrants
frequently thrive and drive out native species. If optimization had taken
place previously, that could not happen. It can only occur if the immigrant
is more efficient than the less-than-optimal natives.

Consequently, we must interprettne argument of "unacceptableinef-
ficiency" in its more moderate form. Proposals of very inefficient mecha-
nisms must be rejected, where "very inefficient" means less efficient than
other mechanisms which surely can be counted upon to have evolved by
now. But thefinal clause, which cannotbe omitted, deprives theinefficiency
argument of almost all its force. Natural systems are full of all sorts of ar-
cane and baroque subsystems for which a clever engineer might well devise
simpler and more efficient replacements. There is no reason tobelieve that
the brain, the newer parts of which have only been subject to 10,000 years
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ofselective evolution, is designedin any spectacularly efficient way. As Dr.
Johnsonsaid of thedancing dog: "Themarvel is notthat it dances well,but
that it dances at all."

Survey of Evidence Against EPAM

Let us now examine the ways in which Barsalou and Bower support the
arguments they make against the EPAM theory. We found in their paper 35
instances where they gavereasons for their objections to EPAM as a psy-
chological theory. Of these35 instances, only 8 (23%) referred to empirical
evidence drawn from experimentalstudies. Even in these 8 cases, the find-
ings of the experiments were used only qualitatively—no quantitative com-
parisons were made in theentire article between thebehavior of EPAM and
empirical data. The following is a typical example ofareference by Barsalou
and Bower to an empirical study: "Discriminativeness has been shown tobe
central to human performance on numerous other occasions (cf. Fisher,
1981; Krumhansl, 1982; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem,
1976; Winograd, 1981)" (p. 7).

What is the nature of the remaining "evidence" that Barsalou and
Bower adduce? In 13 cases (37<.0 of the total), they condemn features of
EPAM as "psychologically implausible." Two examplesshould suffice to
illustrate this kind of argumentation: "Second, it seems counter-intuitive
that peopletypically recognize things using negative information" (p. 4). or
"But such proposals, however efficient they may eventually be, seem psy-
chologicallyimplausible" (p. 17).

In 6 cases (17%), Barsalou and Bower simply appeal to authority, as
though these issues were to be settled by a majority vote among psycholo-
gists. One example will suffice: "Yet it is now widelybelieved that human
patternrecognition is a parallelprocess" (p. 11).Three sets ofpsychologists
who are well known tobe believers in parallelprocesses are then cited as a
kind of Gallop poll to substantiate this claim of majority support.

Finally, in 8 cases (23%), a feature of EPAM is discredited on the
grounds that the mechanism is "inefficient." We read, for example: "Obvi-
ously this is not an efficient use of storage space" (p. 1 1), or "When a new
domain does not share properties with old domains, this contingencyis un-
necessarily and inefficientlyrepresented in EPAM nets as a long path of
negativeproperties" (p. 14). (This claim happens tobe incorrect, but for the
moment, we are not concerned with its accuracybut with its evidential basis.)

Thus, when we look moreclosely at theclaims of Barsalou and Bower,
we see that they are just that—claims—and that the evidential basis for them
is hardly commensuratewith the space required to state them. Moreover, at
least 12 of the 35 arguments made against EPAM disappear as soon as we
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dismiss the false notion that theEPAM nets are binary. In the next sections
we will see that thereis considerably less than meets the eyein the remaining
23 objections.

NEGATIVE PROPERTIES

We shall take up the objections toEPAM in the order in whichthey are con-
sidered by Barsalou and Bower, using their categories for them. Their first
problem with EPAM nets, "their heavy reliance on negativeproperties" (p.
4), can be treatedbrieflysince the objection rests on the misconception that
EPAM nets are binary. As Barsalou and Bower themselves acknowledge(p.
17), once /.-way branches are admitted, the difficulties with negativeprop-
erties simply disappear.

But we must not be too brusque in dismissing negative tests. EPAM-
III, in fact, makes limited use of them for a reason that makes goodpsycho-
logical sense. Imagine that a subject is observing a large marmalade cat
named "Cinnamon." If asked what he or she was looking at, the reply
might be, "acat," "a marmalade cat," or "Cinnamon." The latter answer
depends, of course, on the subjectrecognizing theparticular catin question.
Suppose the subject was asked, "What cat is that?" andreplied, "None of
the cats that I know." How can the subject know that the cat is not num-
bered among thoseknown to him or her? Wehave seen in our description of
its architecture that EPAM-111 accounts for this response readilybyprovid-
ing thepossibility of a negative, n.e.c. (notelsewhere classified), branch at
every node. Thus, feature tests at the marmalade-cat node of the discrimina-
tion netcould separate out variousknown cats on the basis of their specific
features, but the n.e.c. node would be associated with thememory contents
for theclass ofmarmalade cats, and would be accessed by the discrimination
process whenever the cat under observation was an unfamiliar marmalade
cat (i.e., did not satisfythe test at that node for anybranch). Hence, we can-
not understand Barsalou and Bower's claim that EPAM "would produce
the same action to unfamiliar stimuli. . .as to familiar stimuli" (p. 6).

Negative information is very important, therefore, in telling us that
we cannotrefine the discrimination we have made beyondsome generalclass
of objects, and provides the means for accessing directly theinformation we
have about particular classes at any level of abstraction. Depending upon
circumstances, we may recognize a "furry object," a "mammal," a "cat,"
a "marmalade cat," or "Cinnamon." Thus, negative properties serve the
important, if limited, function of preventing us from continuing down the
discrimination tree below the level ofour information. Theydo notprevent
all misidentifications, since the net does not contain comprehensive and
conclusive tests for the objects in it; but they permit us to know that a par-
ticular stimulus, while belonging to a class that we recognize, is not apartic-
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ular familiar member of that class (or, in other circumstances, that it does
not belong to an alreadyfamiliar subclass of that class). A grave difficulty
with PANDEMONIUM-like systems is that they respond to the highest
level of similarity detected; hence, it is not easy to see how they recognize
that a stimulus is unfamiliar.

Barsalou and Bower also object to the assumption in EPAM that at
the bottom of the net for each familiar stimulus there is stored a partial im-
age of that stimulus, typically containingslightly more information than is
contained in the tests that identify it. To those authors, this mechanism ap-
pears "unnatural and inefficient" (p. 5). But if theyhad attended to the task
of learningdiscriminations, and especially to the task of learning to discrim-
inate between two closely similar stimuli that are never observed simulta-
neously, they would see that this mechanism is both natural and efficient.

Consider the task of learning to distinguish two identical twins who
are never seen together at the same time. Each time a misidentification is
made, some additional featureor features of the twin who is present must be
added to the discrimination net. But how is it known that the additional
feature will be discriminative? Out of all features that might be noticed,
only a few discriminate between thetwins. If the image at the terminal node
of the discrimination net contains information about additional features of
the absent twin, then that information can be compared with the features of
the twin who is present, and particular features selected for extending the
netthat will discriminate between them. If thereare no such discriminating
features in the image, then one or more features are added to it, and the
same process is repeated when one of the twins next appears.

In any event,because of the obvious difference in use and structure of
an "index" and an "encyclopedia," it would be unnatural to use a single
representation for identifying a pattern and for storing knowledge about its
properties. To the best of our knowledge, none of the current models of
semantic memory make this identification.

SENSITIVITY TO DISCRIMINATIVENESS OF PROPERTIES

Barsalou and Bower claim that EPAM nets do not give preferential treat-
ment to those properties of stimuli that are likely to discriminate among
them. As "proof," they show a hypothetical EPAM net in which the tests
are non-optimal. What they do not show (and cannot show, since it is not

true) is that this is the kind of net that will emergefrom EPAM's learning
experiences. An EPAM net is not just any arbitrary discrimination net; it is
a net that has grown and differentiated on the basis of learning experiences.

EPAM typically learns (expands the discrimination net) as the result
of confusing an unknown stimulus with one previously learned. It recog-
nizes its mistake because of the redundant information (mentioned in the
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previous section) that is stored at the terminal node to which it has (errone-
ously) sorted the new stimulus. By comparing the novel stimulus with the
incomplete image of the familiar stimulus, it discovers a feature that will
discriminate between them, and inserts precisely this feature into the net.
Hence, contrary to theclaim of Barsalou and Bower, EPAM is exquisitely
sensitive to learning just those features that will have great discriminative
value. EPAM, like the subjects in Barsalou and Bower's (1980) demonstra-
tion experiment, would recall best (from the image) those symptoms of a
disease that discriminated it (in the net) from other diseases, since these are
just the features that would be stored first in the image. There is no guaranty,
of course, (in EPAM or human) that thechoice will be optimal.

EPAM also sometimes learns by encountering at some node a value
for the feature it is testing that does not correspond to any previous branch
at that node. It then creates a new branch for the new value. We have already
observed that it is this possibility of encountering new values not correspond-
ing to any given branch in the net that enables EPAM to know that it has
failed to recognize the stimulus.

Barsalou and Bower also object that the noticing order EPAM uses
limits its ability to select thefeatures for discrimination that are most infor-
mative. There are several answers to this objection. First, the noticing order
postulated in EPAM-I and EPAM-II is under strategic control, and can be
altered by the subjectunder particular circumstances or as aresult ofexperi-
mental instructions (as we have already remarked in discussing the serial
positioncurve). Second, thereis a large amountofevidence that thenoticing
order used in EPAM-111 does describe correctly the usual sequence of acts
of attention to verbal stimuli. The serial positioncurve data provide strong
evidence for it, as do the spelling errors predicted by the SPEL program,
and the data cited by Brown and McNeill (1966) in their paperon the tip-of-
the-tongue phenomena. Now the latter authors also-show that the beginnings
and ends of words contain more information per letter than the middles—
which might account, at least partly, for the emergenceof this particular
sequential strategy. But as we have already shown, EPAM does not rely
mainly on noticing order in choosing features for discrimination. This
choice is mainly determined by comparing stimuli with the images with
which they are confused.

Barsalou and Bower report an unsuccessful attempt to modify Hintz-
man's (1968) SAL netlearning scheme to make it more discriminative. How-
ever, the mechanisms they introduced bear little resemblance to EPAM's
use of the redundant stimulus image and, moreover, they evidently em-
ployed a binary net in their experiment.Therefore, neither this experiment
and simulation, nor the authors' analysis tell us anything about the discrim-
inativeness of the tests that EPAM incorporates in its nets.
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SENSITIVITY TO MISSING OR INCORRECT PROPERTIES

It is claimed thatEPAM nets are too sensitive to missing or incorrect infor-
mation. The argument is supported, in the Barsalou and Bower paper, by
reference to a hypothetical binary net that is wholly irrelevant to the multiply
branching nets actually employed by EPAM-111. We have alreadyexplained
how the n.e.c. branches at nodes in the EPAM-111 nets are able to handle
missing information. The new cat on the block is not, in fact, recognized
erroneously as one of the familiar cats, but is simply recognizedas a cat, or
as a marmalade cat. With respects to incorrect properties, much more can
be said.

Recognition Errors

First, when people identify features incorrectly, they frequently make rec-
ognition errors. Psychological research has made good use of confusion
matrices, which are eloquent testimony to the human capacity for making
mistaken identifications. A model of psychological processes that did not
make errors of this kind would notbe at all veridical.

EPAM-111, having multiple branches at each node and making little
use of negativeinformation, will confuse stimuli with other stimuli that are
similar, and not with totally dissimilar ones. Barsalou and Bower's highly
simplified and idiosyncratic example based on a tiny binary net is wholly
misleading.

Second, there is no requirement in the EPAM theory that there be a
single correct path of tests leadingtoeach distinguishable object. TheEPAM
net is an indexto the information stored in long-term memory, and that in-
dexcan be highly redundant, with many paths leading to the same terminal
node. This feature of EPAM nets has not been much studied, although it
was an important aspect of the nets employed in the MAPP program to
which we have previously referred. A plausible interpretation of the well-
known phenomenon of overlearning is that it involves the creation of re-
dundant access paths so that information already stored in memoryis more
readilyrecovered (Trabasso & Bower, 1968).

Persons and objects are viewed, on different occasions, from many
different angles, and views may be partial and incomplete in many ways.
The noticing mechanisms that control attention will pick up quite different
features on these different occasions. Multiple paths—and a great varietyof
them—are therefore essential to the kind of recognition that we experience
in everyday life. Nor is it likely that this multiplicity of viewpointscould be
handled by varying the weights in acommon set offeatures in a singlePAN-
DEMONIUM-like "demon." The features of a friend that are used torec-
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ognize him when he is at a distance, walking away, have almost nothing in
common with thefeatures used when he is sitting across theluncheon table.
Recognizing him on both occasionsrequires two separate"demons"—that
is to say, two independentrecognition paths.

Role of LTM in Recognition

Also, multiple paths arise in another way. Recognitionmaybe direct (direct
access to an object's schema in semantic memory); but it may also be in-
direct (access by recognition of something associated with the object in
semantic longterm memory). Thus, if the stimulus that is observed is a wheel
attached to something, and the features of the wheel include pneumatic tires
and hubcaps, that somethingmay be (correctlyor incorrectly)recognized as
an automobile; because in semantic memory, the automobile wheel scheme
is associated, as "part of," with the automobile schema. In most circum-
stances, a person would make no distinction between a "direct"recognition
of an automobile, whatever that might mean, and "indirect" recognition by
association with the appropriate kind of wheel. In fact, most recognitions
of complex objects probably take place throughrecognitions of associated
parts.

In this way, therobustness of the discrimination net as a recognition
device is greatly increased by the myriad of associational connections in
longterm memoryamong familiar,recognizableitems. Was that object rec-
ognized as a cat because it was discriminated along one of the "cat" paths,
or because a cat's face having beenrecognized, that feature then associated
to "cat" in semantic memory? Only veryprecise latencystudies could detect
the degree of indirectness in a recognition.

This interaction between the recognition mechanism and longterm
memoryprovides an explanation for a phenomenon that is noted by Barsa-
lou and Bower: that the recognition latencies of experts are frequently
shorter than the latencies of novices. Because of the greaterredundancy of
paths in the experts' discrimination nets, we would expect them to accom-
plish a recognition directly, without resort to LTM associations, more fre-
quently than novices. And in the case of indirect recognitions, the richer
network of associations available to experts in LTM would imply associa-
tion paths that would, on average, be shorter than the novices' paths.

ContextEffects

In addition to the contexteffects just discussed, derivingfrom theredundancy
of the EPAM net and from the interaction of the discrimination process
with association links in LTM, therecursive structure of EPAM introduces
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additional contexteffects that are of importance in such tasks as letter per-
ception (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982).

When a stimulus is presented to EPAM, the attentional strategydeter-
mines what portion of the stimulus will be selected for recognition, and with
what noticingorder. For example, if theletters WINE are presented, preceded
and followed by oneor more spaces, EPAM will undertake torecognize the
entire word. Inthecourse ofdiscriminating it, letters will be/recognized, and
this recognition will be achieved, in turn, by tests upon features. If a non-
word is presented (e.g., WONE), the second letter may be misidentified
(because of partial tests in the word net), or identification may be delayed,
because onlyafter recognition in the word net fails does the strategyshift to
attendingto individual letters. Hence, it appearsthatEPAM can provide at
least a qualitative explanation of the superiority of recognition of letters
when they appear in the context of a word. The phenomenon is not unlike
the Stroop effect, where a highly overlearned strategy of discriminating
stimuli for meaning interferes with recognition of the stimulus's (seman-
ticallyirrelevant)color.

McClelland and Rumelhart (1982) explain the context effects in letter
perception in a different way, using a parallel, PANDEMONIUM-like rec-
ognition scheme with spreading activation. Their scheme apparently ignores
letterposition within words, and appears toberather sensitive to theparam-
eter settings, but is otherwise impressive in fitting the empirical data. Since
EPAM has not been testedempirically with the same data, we cannot give a
comparativeevaluation of the two hypothesesfor these tasks.

MULTIPLE KNOWLEDGE DOMAINS

Barsalou and Bower claim (p. 9) that "the more knowledge domains in
which an EPAM net discriminates, the more inefficient and psychologically
implausible it becomes." This claim rests on two invalid bases, each vividly
illustrated in their article by a figure (their Figures 3 and 4).

Their Figure 3, which "exhibits the problem of extended negative
properties in multiple stimulus domains" (p. 10) is based, again, on the in-
valid assumption that EPAM-111 requires binarynets. Removethat assump-
tion and the alleged problem has disappeared from theredrawn figure.

Their Figure 4, which "exhibits the problem of exponential node
growth in multiple stimulus domains" (p. 12) is based on a different mis-
conception of how EPAM-111 actually works. Suppose that a particular
node of EPAM discriminates the first letters of words, while another node
discriminates the second letters. Is it necessary to elaborate at each of these
nodes the whole set of elementaryfeatures that allow EPAM to discriminate
amongletters, as Barsalou and Bower's Footnote 2 claims and as their Fig-
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ure 4 depicts? Certainly not. EPAM is constructed to organize itself in re-
cursive fashion. (See our earlier description of recursion in our account of
theEPAM-111 architecture.) Once it has learned to discriminate among the
letters of the alphabet, it will have built a single discrimination net to ac-
complish that recognition. Whenever the identity of a letter is used as a test
to discriminate some object (e.g., a word) ofwhich it is a component,EPAM
will use this unique letter discrimination net to identify the letter and to
select the correct branch at the sorting node for the word. Thus, the four
subnets shown in their Figure 4 simply do not exist in the EPAM system,
and the horrid prospect of "exponentialnode growth" is neatlyavoided. In
the light of this, Footnote 2 of the Barsalou and Bower paper is simply in-
comprehensible.

One additionalword needs to be saidabout "exponentialnodegrowth."
The number of nodes in an EPAM net grows only linearly with the number
of objects discriminated—not exponentially or geometrically or even in
polynomial fashion. In the worst case, the binary net, the total number of
nodes is twice the total number of objects discriminated. In an /.-branch
net, the total number of nodes is only n/(n-l) times the number of objects.
Of course, if the net is redundant, the number of nodes will be larger. If
each object is accessedby k paths, the total number of nodes will be multi-
plied by k. Thus, there is absolutely no basis for the claim that an EPAM-
like system will generate a net that is disproportionate to the size of the set
of objects it is able to discriminate. Redundant PANDEMONIUM nets willof course also contain A: times as many "demons" as objects, where A: repre-
sents the number of different feature configurations that allow recognition
of the same object.

SERIALITY

Therelative roles of serial and parallelprocesses in human mental function-
ing has long been under debate. Very strong evidence can be givenfor the
presence of both, and there is nothing in the EPAM system that is contra-
dictory to that evidence.

EPAM and Parallelism

Let us recall that EPAM is not a model of the entire sensory-perceptual-
memory system. It has always been explicitly assumed that it operates in
conjunctionwith a sensory-perceptual "front end," and a semantic node-
link longterm memory to which it gives access. The front end analyzes the
stimulus into a set of features which it provides toEPAM. EPAM uses these
features to index longterm semantic memory. Neither the front end nor the
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semantic memory (except for the images at terminal nodes of the EPAM
net) is part of the system that is modeled.

We do notbelieve that there is any contemporarydispute that the first
stagesof sensation and perception are essentially parallel in operation. The
retina and the cochlea are most obviously parallel devices that extract a
panoply of basic features from incoming stimuli. EPAM is a proposed
model of what happens to those features once extracted, and how they are
used for the recognition of objects.

On the other hand, there is also ample evidence that human attention
is severely limited, so that only a very few tasks can occupy attention "at
one time." It is not an unreasonable hypothesis, certainly one not contra-
dictedby any substantial evidence, that only a single task, and a few chunks
of information can occupy attention in a single "moment." Where several
tasks are attended to over a period of seconds, this phenomenoncan be ac-
counted for by time sharing. But the EPAM theory could easily be adapted
to the alternative assumption that a few tasks could be handled at onee—as
long as "few" was a modest number, and "at once" meantover some frac-
tions of seconds.

With respect to the discrimination net itself,even larger concessionsto
parallelism require little modification of the system. In fact, in the case of a
highly redundant EPAM net, alternative paths that were stimultaneously
stimulated could be followed concurrently, and it is very hard to think of
tests that would distinguish such a net from the discrimination system of
PANDEMONIUM or the "dataflow" system proposed by John Anderson
(1983, pp. 137-145).

Need for Seriality

But the discrimination net is only one componentof the EPAM theory, and
the assumption of serialityplays a more important role in connection with
some of its other features—especially with respect to the anchor-point
assumption that determines the order of learning of components of linear
structures like words. Here, serialityis both essential and strongly supported
by empirical data—as we have already seen.

Thus, the serialityin EPAM's noticing processes accountsfor the em-
pirical phenomena of the serial position curve, as well as for the fact, ob-
served both from the tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon and from spelling er-
rors, that words are discriminated largely on the basis of their first and last
letters, and with little attention to those near the middle. Moreover, it ex-
plains these phenomena without any need for assumptions about varying
"strengths" in the connections between particular features and the objects
being recognized. In this way, it gets along with far fewer degrees of free-
dom than do systems that require a strength parameter for each path from
feature to recognition demon.
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RecognitionLatencies

But let us return to the serial discrimination net and thelatency datathat are
allegedto contradict its predictions. First, whatestimate can we make of the
time it might take EPAM to make a discrimination using /.-branch tests?
Suppose that n = 8 (there are eight branches, on average, at each node), and
that each test takes 10ms. Then seven tests (taking a total of 70 ms) will dis-
criminate among two million stimuli (87 = 2,097,152). In a net 10 tests deep
(100 ms), over 1 billion objects can be discriminated. There is no evidence of
recognition speeds of experts faster than these, nor any evidence that ex-
perts can discriminate among billions of different things. Even a binarynet
can discriminate among a million stimuli in 200 ms.

From these circumstances it is clear that the growth in depth of ex-
perts' discrimination nets could add only a few tens of milliseconds to their
recognition latencies. But, as we saw in theprevious section, these increases
would be much more than compensated by the greater frequencies with
which experts could make direct recognitions, without recourse to LTM
associations, as well as the shorter, faster paths that would be available in
LTM in thecases of indirect recognitions. There are otherreasons, too, why
experts' responses will be faster. In tasks like those studied by Shiffrin &
Schneider (1977; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977), where automation leads to
greater speed, respondingrequires more processes than just simplerecogni-
tion, and thereare manyopportunities for experts to compile subprocesses
that novices perform interpretively.

COMPARISON OF EPAM WITH ALTERNATIVES

Barsalou and Bower sum up all the allegeddeficienciesof EPAM under the
label of "test contingency." We have seen that, even ignoring the scantiness
of the empirical evidence they bring to bear, the principal criticisms that
Barsalou and Bower makeof EPAM simply do not hold water. EPAM does
not make the excessive use of negative properties that they claim, although
it does use the n.e.c. branch at each node to goodpurpose. Contrary to their
claim, EPAM is indeed sensitive to the discriminativeness of properties.
EPAM's alleged "brittleness," through sensitivity to missing or incorrect
properties, is remedied (as in humans) by generatinga redundant discrimi-
nation net acquired by overlearning. EPAM's supposedinefficiency in the
presence of multiple knowledge domains vanishes as soon as we substitute
/.-way branches for binary branches, and the allegedexponentialexplosion
of nodes never occurs—node growth is only linear with discriminating
power. Finally, EPAM's seriality, far from being a defect of the model, is
supported by a large body of evidence on human cognitiveperformance.
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Specifically, we have dealt with all eight sets of empiricalevidence that
Barsalou and Bower cite againstEPAM. Two sets of citations(their pp.
4 and 5) show thathuman subjects (likeEPAM-III!) donot make exten-
sive use of negativeproperties to describestimuli. Two (pp. 6 and 7)
show that human subjects, likeEPAM, learn features ofstimuli thatare
relativelydiscriminative.One (p. 8) shows that, likeEPAM, human sub-
jects sometimes confuse stimuli that are similar. Three are arguments
for parallelism. Of these, one (p. 11) refers to the speedup of recogni-
tion with practice. One (p. 11)cites theneurologicalevidence for paral-
lelism of thefeature extractionsystem (wholly consistent with EPAM).
The third (p. 19) is the McClelland-Rumelhart model that we discussed
explicitly in connection with context effects. If there are empirical
anomaliesthat confront the EPAM theory, thesepieces of evidence do
not describe them.
This refutation of the arguments raised against EPAM-like systems as

models of the recognition process and the indexing of memory, together
with theimpressive positive record of matching experimental results create a
strong presumption that EPAM provides a good explanation of these phe-
nomena. However, before we are fully satisfied, we should compare EPAM
with other candidate theories of recognition processes. The two principal
contenders are PANDEMONIUM-like models and data flow models.

EPAM and PANDEMONIUM

The PANDEMONIUM architecture for a recognition system, whoseprin-
cipal author was Oliver Selfridge, was conceived at approximately the same
time as EPAM. As usuallydescribed, it is narrower in its range of functions
than EPAM. It does not deal with the strategies of attention or noticing
order, but deals impartially with all of the stimulus information that is
presented to it. 3 Second, it learns to make discriminations only among a
pre-specified set of alternatives; it does not gradually elaborate thefineness
of the distinctions it makes among objects. Hence it is not possible to use
the PANDEMONIUM architecture, without substantial modification, to
simulate human performance in verbal learning experiments and to compare
that performance with EPAM's.

PANDEMONIUM has two major components: a set of feature ex-
tractors that take the stimulus as input and produce a list of features con-
tained in it; and a set of "demons," one for each of the classes of stimuli

3 Barsalou and Bower claim (their Footnote 4, p. 21) that PANDEMONIUM'S insensi-
tivity toorder is easily remedied, presumably by adding more demons. They do notaddress the
severe problem of combinatorial explosion that arises if one must represent by separate
Demons all permutations of order. Real-world stimuli have orderly structure, and onepays an
enormouspenalty for parallelism that ignores that structure.
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PANDEMONIUMis capableof recognizing. Each demon matches the stim-
ulus features against a weighted vector of features and produces a measureof "goodness of fit." The demon that fits the stimulus best is then recog-nized. The set of features is given in advance, although PANDEMONIUM
could be augmentedby a mechanism for generating new features.

PANDEMONIUM operatesin completely parallelfashion. In network
terms, each feature that is capable of being detected may be considered tobeconnected with each demon, the strength of connection corresponding tothe weight of that feature in the definition of the demon. Learning—im-
provement in accuracyof discrimination among a given set of demons—cantake place through alteration of the strengths of connections.

To allow PANDEMONIUM to learn new discriminations, it wouldhave tobe ableto distinguish between selecting the wrong demon for a stim-ulus and selecting the same demon for two or more distinct classes of stim-uli. It is not clear just how this information would be provided, but supposethat it were. Then two demons could be created toreplace the overgeneraliz-
ing one, and could be separately "tuned"to make the desired discrimination.
How well such a procedurewould stimulate human discrimination learning
we do not know, since to the best of our knowledge it hasn't been tried.

Notice that the system of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) discussed
earlier in thispaper operateswith a PANDEMONIUM-like mechanism, and
suffers from the limitations we have just described. In its present form, it
could not be used to simulate human verbal learning within the usual experi-
mental paradigms.

The limits of PANDEMONIUM must be balanced against its attrac-tive features. To many psychologists, its parallelismand its incorporation of
"strengths" of connections seem "right." But for reasons we have given, it
cannot, without substantial modification, be tested in the tasks with whichEPAM has been so successful.

Data Flow Nets

The data flow net, developed most fully by Anderson (1983), has both
EPAM-like and PANDEMONIUM-like features. It employs a sorting netwhich, however, is not wholly serial but permits severalpathsto be searchedin parallel. It also associates weights with paths so that the search is not an
all-or-none matter. It is not clear that the behavior of a data flow net, asdescribed by Anderson, could be distinguished empirically from a redun-dant EPAM net,and in any event, data flow nets havenotbeen tested in the
rote learning environments thatEPAM has simulated so faithfully. It wouldcertainly not be difficult, and would probably prove informative, to createvarious kinds of hybrid architecture combining ideas from EPAM-like
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discrimination nets and data flow nets and to study their behavior in such
environments.

CONCLUSION

In the 1979Annual ReviewofPsychology (Simon, 1979, p. 378) one of us
said, "The safest conclusion at the present time is that human LTM can
probably be represented as a node-link memory with an EPAM like index,
but that various alternatives are still open for the detailed structure and
organization of that memory." After a careful examination of Barsalou's
and Bower's criticisms of theEPAM architecture, we are prepared torepeat
that judgement today. In fact theextensiveexperiencethat De Jong(1979a,
1979b) and Kolodner (1980, 1983a, 1983b, in press) have had, in the inter-
vening years, with /.-branch discrimination nets provides a considerable
body of new evidence to support that earlier judgement.

We are sure that asknowledge of learning and memoryprocessescon-
tinues to advance, our theories of these processes will undergo many
changes. The original EPAM model and its modifications were generatedin
response to particular bodies of empirical data. Other investigators, focus-
ing their attention on somewhat different phenomena, arrived at models
like PANDEMONIUM or data-flow structures, and introduced mecha-
nisms like association strengths and levels of activation. It is not uncom-
mon, in the history of the sciences, for competing models of thesekinds to
reveal different, partial, aspects of reality, and to converge gradually
toward more veridical theories thatborrow heavily from a number of their
predecessors. It seems most probable that the same thing will occur in this
domain, and it would be foolish to treat any of these models as graven in
stone.

What components of the EPAM theory seem at present to be most
firmly established by evidence? First, there appears to be little controversy
that therecognition-memory system is a tripartite structure consisting of a
feature-extracting front end that operates in parallel fashion, arecognition
or indexing system that uses thesefeatures to access longterm memory, and
a semanticmemoryconsisting of a myriadof nodes linked by directed asso-
ciations. Although we have been focusing in this discussion (as theEPAM
model does) upon the second of these threecomponents, all of the theories
we have referred to postulate, explicitly or implicitly, this tripartite struc-
ture.

When the main concentration of research on memory moved from
verbal learning to free recall, as it did about a decade or two ago, the atten-
tion of psychologists shifted from the recognition process to association
processes within the semantic longterm memory. Recognition mechanisms
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like EPAM, and associative memory structures like HAM were sometimes
described as thoughthey were alternative theories for the same phenomena
instead of complementary components of the tripartite structure outlined
above. That was (and sometimes still remains) a misconception.

A second component of the EPAM theory that is strongly supported
is the control structure—the set of mechanisms that determines what stimu-
lus features will be noticed, and how noticing, in turn, will determine what
discriminations are learned. That control structure, however, is substantially
specialized to a particularclass of stimulus materials—symbolic strings with
spaces serving as string boundaries. When EPAM was used in the contextof
two-dimensional visual perception (chess perception), it had to be provided
with an appropriatenoticing mechanism (PERCEIVER) to control its at-
tention to parts of the stimulus.

When we come to the details of the discrimination net itself, there is
more room for debate—or preferably, for continuing empirical research.
Discrimination nets and PANDEMONIUM-like structures both have at-
tractive properties, and both appear to be able to account for at least the
gross features of therecognition process. There is no reason why thechoice
between them has to be made in 1984—nor is it even clear whether we are
faced with a choice or an assimilation. Rather, what seemsto be called for is
continuing vigorous development of both models (and others, as well), and
equally vigorous search for experimental methods for obtaining finer data,
especially quantitative data, about the recognition process. Meanwhile
EPAM, or some variant of it, will continue to serve as a useful theoryfor
summing up and explaining a very large proportion of the principal avail-
able for empirical findings about human recognition processes.
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